Trashure Studio
Creative space
We offer our peaceful and open space studio as
a place for others to work, meet, create, collaborate and
find their inspiration.

A space for educators, creators,
trainers and coaches.

Trashure Studio offers their space
in Amsterdam Noord, it stimulates
creativity and is designed for coaches,
creatives and photographers. Rent
out the space and host your own
workshop, product launch or yoga
lesson. With a unique view over the
river IJ, Trashure Studio is situated on
a prime location in the new creative
hub of Amsterdam Noord. We provide
our complete studio, an authentic
and spacious building at the IJ in the
weekends and evenings.

From an idea born in Sydney, Australia
to the minimalist space now overlooking Amsterdam’s River IJ, Trashure
Studio is a place where we invite
debate, encourage creativity and stimulate community activity.

Slow Escapes
Shot by Verdenius

A multifunctional space

Covid proof

Under the roof of a former steam engine factory, Trashure Studio is situated on a

Providing a safe space is one of our top priorities these days. We created an environ-

prime location in the new creative hub of Amsterdam Noord.

ment that keeps you and your dear ones safe.

Daylight photography

Design Showroom

Mindfullness

Perks

Large and high windows, lots of light and authentic corners.

Showroom space overlooking the IJ.

Yoga or meditation lessons watching the sunset.

Close to central station
Foodmarket and restaurants
Drinks at Oedipus or Chateau
Waterfront Rooftopterrace
Secured parking

Coaching Space

Dinner events

Art Exhibition

A calm space to do one on one sessions with your client.

Throw a dinner party for your coworkers.

Exhibit your designs or art.

Creative Workshops

Product launch

Book launch

Get a group together to host your own workshop.

An intimate space to launch your product.

A perfect space to launch your book.

Shot by Twenty Twelve Photography

Spacious and light
Warm environment

Services

Requests

Whether you’re visiting for a day, or spend a full week at the studio, these services

If you have special needs, need guidance or have questions about how we can facili-

are all included to make your stay relaxed and comfortable.

tate you in the best possible way, please contact us.

High-speed internet

Panoramic space

Backdrops available

Design Clothing racks

Optical fibre Wifi.

Windows and light coming from every corner.

All soft and paste, and earthy tones available

Two clothing racks to show your brands designs.

Accessibilty

Sound by SONOS

Full kitchen

Multifunctional

In the evenings and weekends.

Lo-fi and jazz tunes.

Bring out your inner chef.

For groups big and small.

Coffee and tea included

Coaching tools

Dog friendly

Easy check in/check out.

Locally roasted specialty coffee and fair trade teas.

Large desks and Studio Henk design chairs.

Yes, you bring them.

Open the door with an app and key.

The kitchen
For cooking and drinks at the bar.

By the hour

Full day

Book the studio by the hour.

Use of all the services

Munimum of 2 hours

8 hours

A multifunctional
space
Book the space for your photoshoot, book launch, meditiation
lesson, coaching session or other event that just needs that bit
of extra detail. If you have special inquiries, wild ideas or love to

Half day

Special inquiries

Use of all the services

Beamer 50,-

4 hours

Host per day 150,-

collaborate, please don’t hesitate to get in touch.

Photography Rates

Photography gear on request

By the hour

100,-

Half day

350,-

Full day

650,-

Commercial Event Rates

By the hour

150,-

Half day

550,-

Full day

850,-

“Trashure Studio is a beautiful space you will
quickly call home. The overall calm space and
down to earth people make you feel inspired and
at ease.”

Janne Wellens - Art director

“Trashure studio is a peaceful, beautifully decorated place with hosts who make you feel at home
immediately. Its size is not too big and guarantees
an intimate atmosphere.”

Shot by Twenty Twelve photography

Nadine Ridder - Creative strategist

Events, workshops
and collaborations

1.

Sofar sounds
Music event

2.

Meditation Slow Escapes
Meditation and yoga

3.

Micheal Giso photoshoot
Shot by Liselore Stap

4.

Exhibition Jonat Deelstra
Art exhibition

5.

Photoshoot Josje Bruijn
Brand content

6.

Day retreat Slow Escapes
Creative drawing sessions

7.

Showroomspace Caes
Showcase brands clothing

8.

Coaching And heart.com
Coaching from the heart

9.

Photoshoot Peter van Alphen
Editorial work

10. Dak coffee roasters workshop
Coffee cupping and tasting
11.

Impact workshop Nadine Ridder
By We are all activists

12.

Private dinner event
Dinner session

We are a design and branding
studio and workspace based in
Amsterdam Noord.

We offer our peaceful studio as

with the heart of each brand and its

a place for others to work, meet,

message. We don’t do this alone. We

create and find their inspiration.

are lucky to be surrounded by talent-

It’s a place where we invite debate,

ed people both inside and outside

encourage conversation and nurture

the studio, and we call upon them

our community. We’re known as the

should we need to.

place where one creative discipline
feeds into the other.

Above all, what we strive to create
is a body of work demonstrating the

As partners in life as well as in the

simple beauty in the world. Stripped

studio, we’ve combined our skills in

of clutter, all that remains is the gen-

arts, marketing and creative direc-

tle balance of minimal yet focused

tion to design simple and evocative

design.

brands. We gift our clients a space
of serenity, so together we can rediscover the essence of what they do.
By combining gentle simplicity with
human-centred design, we eliminate
any unwanted noise, to connect

With love, Sacha and Sander

Get in touch

Sacha Verbeek

sacha@trashurestudio.com

Creative director

+31 (0) 611 737 150

Sander van den Hurk

sander@trashurestudio.com

Marketing partner

+31 (0) 681 467 242

Connect

Gedempt Hamerkanaal 135
1021 KP Amsterdam
The Netherlands

www.trashurestudio.com

Facebook

@trashurestudio

Instagram

@trashurestudio

Pinterest

@trashurestudio

KvK 70081263

“Beauty lies where serenity is found.”

